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NEWSLETTER
APRIL 2018
Marathon season - What a start!
Reading Roadrunners have participated in many different marathons in April including London, Paris, Boston and
Brighton. Of course all marathons, indeed all races including our own, rely heavily on volunteers. This months cover
celebrates our Virgin Money London Marathon volunteers.

Volunteers are fabulous!
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Spring Do and XC Awards
Sat 28th April 2018
Venue: Suttons Bowls Club, Chalfont Way,
Earley, RG6 5HQ Time: 7:15pm - Midnight
Food served at 8pm
Price: Adults £20 Children: £10

- cash/card/cheque payments

Includes: Presentation of the XC Awards, Tutu’s Ethiopian Table and DJ
Tutu will cook Chicken, Beef & Lentil dishes, vegetables, Tutus special rice and special
pancakes. Dietary needs must be mentioned at time of payment.

Bring cash for charity games and raffle

See Hannah McPhee for tickets
contact Hannah at
socialsec@readingroadrunners.org if needed
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Chairman Chat
Carl Woffington
It was a strange month regarding the weather since the last newsletter. There certainly
were some extremes. The Reading ½ was cancelled due to snow and we had the hottest
London Marathon on record.
EA Club Run session 3 was postponed at short notice and we are now hoping to stage it
in May. We had the Maidenhead 10 RR Champs race on Good Friday. We also had
successes with two nominations in the Reading Sports Personality of the Year Awards.
Mark Worringham won Veteran Achiever and Helen Pool won Best Local Improver.
Congratulations to both.
The London Marathon took place yesterday. I’m sure there will be a report regarding our runners. Well done to all
of them – it must have been difficult in the warm conditions. We sent our usual marshal teams. There were a few
casualties that were assisted by our marshals. To be honest, fewer than I anticipated. I’ve just read that there was
another fatality this year – which is always very sad to hear. We also became involved in the water situation – moving
contingencies around the course to water stations.
We have two RR Champs races coming up. Hurstbourne 5 miles on 28th April and Marlow 5 miles on 13th May.
There is also the first vets league match of this season on 30th April.
Our next social event is the Spring Do on 28th April.

Track Friday 18th May - 6.30pm
Fergal Donnelly and Tony Canning
Reading Roadrunners will be hosting its inaugural Track Friday ‘Handicap 5km’ event at Palmer Park next month
(May). As the title suggests, the 5km race will stagger runners start times, in accordance with ability, and the winner
will be the first runner to cross the finish line (as opposed to fastest runner).
This will enable a more inclusive race and open up that ‘winning feeling’ opportunity for all. It will undoubtedly
narrow the gap between all runners. And it will definitely prove quite some handicap for our officials, though I’m
sure they’ll be up to the task – just like you will be!
How it will work:
•

Registration - runners advise expected finishing time (1 minute range), eg 25 – 26 mins

•

Race start - runners start at 1 minute intervals, starting with the longest expected finishing time down to the
shortest (eg, 30, 29, 28, 27, 26 etc)

•

Race finish – runners complete 12.5 laps and, assuming in line with their expected finish time, all finish close
together

•

Race winner – first across the finish line. Runners finishing outside of 1 minute range advised by them at
Registration will have 1 minute added on for each minute outside of range, thereby encouraging runners to
accurately estimate finish time. Fastest times will still be published but for the purpose of Handicap 5km
event, winner will be first runner ‘home’

Keeping with tradition, we’ll be starting the evening off with the iconic Mile race and we’ll finish off with our fun
relay, this time a 3 x 200m event instead of the usual 4x100m race.
As always, Track Friday relies on your kind support – please contact fergal.donnelly@getronics.com if you would like
to volunteer.
Drinks and refreshments are available in the clubhouse afterwards with all proceeds going to club charity.
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Editor’s notes
Peter Reilly
In addition to the usual reports from Carl, Sam, Phil and David, this month’s newsletter is packed with tales from the
front line of marathon running as seen through the eyes of the super fast Mark Worringham, the not so fast Gill
Manton, Chris Cutting slaying his marathon demons, David Dibben as a first time marathoner, and Neil Carpenter
shares his marathon training diary. Photo credits to Chris Drew, John Bailey, Cathrin Westerwelle, Neil Carpenter and
Peter Cook.

David Dibben - from Fleet Street hack to fleet of foot
David Dibben, he may have retired as a journalist but he’s still like a shark sniffing for
blood in the water, always on the look out for a story or a bit of gossip to provide this
newsletter with much needed colour.
He can conjure up a cracking wee story from scant details from his often out of breath
running “contacts”. I receive regular emails from David ; “I’ve been talking to…and
they’ve… given me some info…agreed to write up…it’s good human interest…a bit
political…etc.”. He has made my job as Newsletter Editor so much easier and way more
fun than it could otherwise have been.
Of course part of the fun is in looking out for and deleting his very
non-PC comments before the newsletter goes to press. I am sure he
inserts them just to make sure I read his copy. I can’t edit David’s
Facebook posts so we have to rely on his wife Jill to dig him out of
those holes!
David puts a lot of time and effort into his stories and the results
service, so I was therefore absolutely delighted that he also found
the time to get in some serious marathon training. David not only
ran his very first marathon at Brighton just this month but came first
in his age group (65-69) and in an extremely Good for Age time of
3:43:47 against the qualifying (London 2019) GFA time of 4 hours.
We are very fortunate to have a journalist of David’s vast experience and ability but he is also a great runner and
club member to boot. Read his report on his own marathon, there’s lots of good advice in it.

Welcome to new members
Please extend a warm welcome to new members who joined us in March: Tony Page, Ian Griffiths, Jennifer
Holmes, Chris Shannon, Bithja Jones and Sam Terrell .
Apart from reading this newsletter, the best way to get to know the club is to join a Wednesday night training group
and/or volunteer at Reading Roadrunners events. See Liz Atkinson’s comments below for inspiration:
“Back home now from what has proved to be an unforgettable experience - running in the Virgin Money London
Marathon! When I doubted whether I could do it everyone assured me that the crowd would get me round and that
running through miles 11 and 23 would be amazing! Ok I thought, but I was no way ready for the experience I
encountered on Sunday. It was fantastic! What made this possible was the many friends I have made in this great
club. I don’t have space to mention everyone here, but starting the race with Hannah, hearing the shouts at mile 6,
then seeing Andy, Fergal, Helen, Fiona, Gina and Brian, seeing Louise and Aaron at mile 16, with their
encouragement and advice, running through the hugs and cheers of the green army at miles 11 and 23 and running
the last mile with Louise, Aaron and David, I finished a day I will treasure for ever celebrating with friends and family.
This was all made possible because I won a place through the RRR marshals ballot for which I will always be grateful.
Many asked me if I was running for a charity and, although not formally raising money, I would like to support our
own charity. So, if you have any pennies left, please put them into the tin on the desk (I will make sure Kerry gets a
bigger tin and rattles it!). “
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Shinfield 10K - Call for volunteers
Fergal Donnelly
“Loved it last year and that’s why I’m volunteering again this year”
VOLUNTEERING at SHINFIELD 10km & Junior Races, 2018
KIND words above from Roadrunner Anthony Eastaway and representative of so many fellow volunteers whose
support we’re very grateful for at this year’s Shinfield 10km & Junior Racing event.
“You can put me down to help where needed - preferably not cow herding this year though” was club stalwart, Sarah
Drew’s (wise) offer, referring to some unanticipated Marshal duties encountered in last year’s Junior Races!
And getting right back in the spirit of it was ‘calendar-girl’ Nicola Gillard who advised “I have my kids that week-end
but I feel this could be a fabulous opportunity to show them the joys of marshalling! Put Luke, Pip and I down on the
list”
SHINFIELD 2018 is back and we rely on your support to ensure another successful event. Available Volunteering
positions are listed below and we encourage you to help, particularly if you have not volunteered before. As our
friends above have testified, it’s great fun, and some might argue even better than running! You decide…
PLEASE CONTACT fergal.donnelly@getronics.com if you are able to assist – Thank you!
VOLUNTEERS
No. required Outstanding

Date

Task

SAT - 05/05

Load vans - Palmer Park, 1030 - 1130hrs

8

2

8

1

Comments

SHINFIELD10K
Mon - 07/05

SET-UP : 0730 - 0900hrs
Finish area - tables, water, gazebos etc
Baggage tents - erect
Barrier set up
Scaffolding - set up

0815 - 1100hrs

MARSHALS

40

7

1130 - 1400hrs

CLOSEDOWN

8

5

SHINFIELD Junior Races
Mon - 07/05

UNLOAD Van - 0915 - 1045hrs
TABLES x 3 - water @ finish etc
Medals & buffs
set up funnel finish area

4

1

1100 - 1300hrs

MARSHALS

17

10

1115 - 1300hrs

MEDALS

3

2

eg, 1 adult, 2 children

1115 - 1300hrs

WATER

2

2

eg, 1 adult, 1 child

1115 - 1300hrs

BUFFS & Munchies

2

2

eg, 1 adult, 1 child

1300 - 1400 hrs

CLOSEDOWN

6

2

8

3

UNLOAD van at Palmer Park
1400 - 1500hrs

UNLOAD Van at Palmer Park
END
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Ladies’ Captain’s Report
Sam Whalley
Wow, you have been busy!
With the cancellation of the Reading half marathon, it seemed like almost all of you decided to
test yourselves on the Maidenhead Easter 10 course instead. Conditions were pretty favourable
on the day, if a little chilly to start, and there were PB’s aplenty - I counted around 20 - with
significant improvements over the distance by Sophie Hoskins (4 minutes), Gemma Buley (6
minutes), Judith Ritchie (10 minutes) and Jill Dibben (3minutes). Training partners Sarah
Alsford and Sarah Bate ran their first ever 10 mile race in 1:17.38 and 1:23.19, respectively good work! Sally Carpenter dipped under 1:20 for the first time,
while Hilary Rennie and Suzanne Drakeford-Lewis PB’d with sub
1:30 times. Rachel Allaway celebrated her first sub 2 hour time
over the distance, and Hannah McPhee wasn’t sure at first if she
had achieved a PB - what?! She had. Carrie Hoskins picked up the prize for first
FV50, with a time of 1:03.42, with Jane Davies coming in as second in that category.
In the club championship, it was Gemma Buley, Sarah Dooley, Carrie Hoskins,
Sarah Bate, Lorraine Bailey, Liz Atkinson and Cecilia Csemiczky who picked up 50
points in their respective age categories, while in the Berkshire road running
championship, there was a gold medal for Gemma Buley, silvers for Sally Carpenter
and Sarah Dooley, and bronzes for Helen Pool and Sarah Bate. A very successful
morning out, and an ideal, for me, goody bag of a medal, chocolate and fruit. What
else do you need? What a shame that a few of you got caught in the rain towards the
end.
Some of you have managed to get your half marathon fix elsewhere, with Vroni
Royle PB’ing in the London Landmarks Half Marathon, Caroline Hargreaves and Liz
Atkinson taking on an unexpectedly muddy Wimbledon Common Half Marathon course, Lauren Prior running
along the Grand Union canal for her Half Marathon, and Katherine Foley taking the prize for third female in the
Magna Carta Half Marathon. Well done to you all!
For those of us who went out and ran the Reading half marathon course, though, did we ‘earn’ our medals and Tshirts? Personally, I would say that a medal and T-shirt is achieved by running a race. I don’t really even want them, at
least not the T-shirt. I can barely close my drawer as it is. The race didn’t happen, so the medals and T-shirts have no
meaning, right? I didn’t collect mine. The debate rages on.
Actually, it doesn’t. Life goes on, and the spring marathon training has reached its end for some of you. The Dorney
Lake Marathon Prep Race has been rated highly, and was an excellent opportunity for Claire Seymour, Judith
Ritchie and Liz Atkinson to practise their pacing over 20 miles, and Nicole Rickett over a whopping 24 miles. For
some, this training was put to the test this past weekend in Brighton - results to follow once the website gets its act
together. For others, London will be the target. I have just heard, though, that Jane Davies has qualified for the
England Age Group Masters Marathon Team, through her 3:41.35 time at Brighton Marathon, and is invited to
compete with the team at the Chester Marathon in October. Well done, Jane!
Sian James has continued her training for the 89km Comrades run with the very tough
Dorset Ooser Marathon. Caroline Jackson has continued with her quest to reach the
100 marathon club with the Queen Elizabeth Spring Marathon, with Julia Molyneux,
and Manchester Marathon, along with Marion Loiseau, Tracey HicksT and Sally
Carpenter, a debut. Elsewhere, Amandine Joubert and Gill Manton were running the
Paris Marathon, with Gill achieving a PB, and Kathy Tytler was taking on the 28 mile
LDWA Capital Challenge - excellent work!
Katherine Sargeant is currently enjoying her recovery following Boston, after becoming
a six star finisher in the World Marathon Majors, in appalling weather conditions. We can
look forward to reading all about her journey in a forthcoming newsletter.
If ever you want to experience the feeling of having run a marathon, without actually
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going the distance, I can highly recommend the Combe Gibbet to Overton 16 mile off-roader. A coach takes you to
the start, and you run back to the finish. I am no stranger to trail running, but this was tough! Mud, hills, tractor
treads, hills, uneven stony paths, and did I mention the hills? I was almost disappointed to have made the halfway
cut-off after going through a subway under the A34, since that meant that, rather than getting a minibus to the finish,
I would be required to run up the longest hill ever. I say ‘run’, anyone could have power-walked past me. I lost count
of the times a marshal said, ‘mostly downhill from here’. Liars. The next day, I could barely move. Would I do it again?
Of course - it was great!
And if you also enjoy trail running, don’t forget to enter the Barnes Fitness Dinton 5k and 10k series, and Thanes 5k/
10k race at Beale Park, the Finch Coasters Woodland 5 series, the Bracknell Forest Runners Forest 5, and the My
Sporting Times new summer trail series. That should be enough to keep you ticking over until the XC season starts
again.
The Woodley 10k was attended by over 40 of you, and, although I skipped it this year to
support marathon runners in Brighton, I was delighted to see a number of you around the
50 minute mark. I would have enjoyed racing Marnie Absolom, Ros Crawford, Jo Sollesse,
Paloma Crayford and Claire Woodhouse to the finish line - well done, ladies! This was the
third of the Berkshire road running championship races, and provisional results show that a
gold medal was earned by Sarah Bate, a silver by Helen Pool, and a bronze by Mary
Janssen. Carrie Hoskins picked up the FV50 prize, but, to be honest, we expect nothing
less. Excellent work, Carrie! You can read more about the race in David’s report.
The final race in the road running championship is the Marlow 5 on 13th May. To be in with a
chance of some bling, email berkshireroadrunning@gmail.com with your name, sex (M/F),
club (if applicable), date of birth (plus age on February 18th, criterion for eligibility e.g. birth/
residence. Full details are on the Berkshire Athletics website.
Finally, a quick word on the London Marathon. Anyone who ran in that heat should be really
proud of themselves for getting round. I know Mel Shaw will be disappointed with her time,
but, having come back from injury and trained sensibly, she will hopefully be able to dine
out on her fitness for a good while. Sophie Hoskins and others running their first marathon
will no doubt have been frustrated that they were reduced to a walk at times, but they will
have gained so much experience from the event, and a PB to beat next time. For the more
seasoned marathoner, it became more about
trying to enjoy a day out in the sunshine. One RR I
didn’t recognise, and who ran a time I am in awe
of, was Justine Morris (had to look her up on the
membership list as no club was listed on the
results - good thing her name was on her vest!),
who ran 3:48.02, and of course our reigning
Queen of Improvements, Gemma Buley, managed a PB, with 3:33.37! I
am only sorry that I didn’t get to see all of our ladies. Having supported
with my daughter from 9.30, at miles 14 and 21, my timings meant that I
missed those towards the middle-back of the field, and once it gets really
busy on the course, playing spot the RR becomes increasingly difficult.
Huge kudos to Hannah McPhee and Jenny Gale; I can’t imagine what it
must have taken to keep going in those conditions. If you haven’t
watched it yet, switch on the BBC coverage and see what the heat did to
marathon great, Mary Keitany. It was an exceptional day.
I’m off to consult my race calendar. Good luck in your upcoming races,
and keep me posted on your efforts!
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Mens Captains’ Report
Phil Reay
It seems surreal that a month ago the Reading Half Marathon was cancelled and yet here we are
in the middle of a heat wave. The London Marathon was a very hot affair with many original time
targets being wisely set aside in the heat. Congratulations to Matthew Richards who was the
first Reading Roadrunner home in a blisteringly hot time of 2:32.39. Respect also to Chris
Manton who assisted a struggling runner to the medical station. I’ll comment more next month
but David Dibben has worked his magic to produce a race report for the print deadline.
London will be the third marathon major of 2018. Back in February in Tokyo at the first of the year, Dave Wood
added yet another marathon medal to his international collection. Just six days before London, the second
Marathon Major of the year took place in atrocious conditions in Boston with temperatures falling to 0 degrees in
torrential rain. Gutsy runs from Tony Streams and Brian Grieves were rewarded with finisher medals and near
perfect running conditions the next day for their recovery runs.
Earlier in April was the Paris Marathon, which always seems to take place under hot conditions. Running for the
second year in a row was Chris Manton. It was a special run for Chris who ran with wife Gill for the whole distance
sharing in that special finish line moment. Dave Brown was our other men’s team member running Paris in a time of
4:06, in what was part of a training schedule ahead of his first Ironman later in the year.

There’s a full race report on Brighton elsewhere in the newsletter, however I would
like to say what a great day it was for the camaraderie at the club with member of every group represented in our
running and spectator teams. Congratulations to Mark Worringham, Paddy Hayes, Mike Hibberd, Mark
Andrew and David Walkley on their PBs. Shout out the Chris Buley running his first marathon – I first met Chris
briefly at Kent Roadrunner Marathon in 2015 where he was supporting wife Gemma – it’s great to see he’s caught
the bug! Last but certainly not least, well done to our race reporter and results guru David Dibben, who at the age
of 69 not only completed his first ever marathon but went and ran a Good For Age time of 3:43 – a stunning
performance which also gave him bragging rights with 1st place in the V65 category.
Away from actual races Mark Worringham took home the gong for Reading Sports Personality of the Year Award
for Male Vet. The word Sports or Personality could be dropped and he’d probably still have won. Congratulations
to Mark.
The average age of the Men’s squad is over 40 meaning like me, the majority of you will
remember the year 2000, a year in which Sir Steve Redgrave won his fifth Olympic Gold
Medal and the old Wembley closed its doors. It’s also the birth year of Blue Caswell who
this month became the first person born in the noughties to represent Reading
Roadrunners at Men’s Senior level running Ibiza 12K in a time of 55:31. Well done Blue, we
look forward to your bright future at the club. Dad David ‘Caz’ Caswell and Dean Allaway
both ran the Ibiza Marathon – two fine mentors for Blue. Blue isn’t the only person born in
this millennial at the club, Ewan Harris born in 2001 has represented the club as a junior
and is also a hot prospect for the future.
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Maidenhead Easter 10 is always well attended by Reading Roadrunners and is one of my favourite events on the
calendar. Conditions were near perfect so it was no surprise to see eleven men running PBs. Congratulations to
Rob Corney, Alex Harris, Dan Brock, Chris Buley, Tony Long, Stewart Wing, Vince Williams, Chris Manton,
Martin Douglas, Peter Rennie, and Nelesh Kotecha. The race was also part of the Berkshire Road Running
Championships; Gold Medals won by Rob, Alex and Alan Freer in their respective age categories with David
Dibben also earning a bronze medal.
The Berkshire Road Running Championships quickly moved on to the 10K event at Woodley with Rob Corney and
Alan Freer once again taking the Gold Medals with Pete Jewell earning a Silver. Pete is in a run of good form at the
moment so it’s especially nice to see him achieve this. Rob took stunning overall victory at the event in a time of
32:18. There’s a full report elsewhere in the newsletter but I’d like to highlight a big performance from the star of
our TVXC season, Mark Apsey who broke the 35 min barrier to run a new PB of 34:49. Other notable
performances came from Vince Williams, Stewart Wing and Kevin Strong who took over 6 mins off his previous
time. Success at Woodley also came in the form of category wins for Ed Dodwell (MV60) and Roger Pritchard
(MV70).
Elsewhere Brendan Morris continued to impress. After smashing his PB at 7 (yes, seven) different distances last
year, he ran to his maiden half marathon victory at Victoria Park in a new PB of 1:14:12. There’s a full report in the
newsletter, which was once again penned by David Dibben. Simon Denton continues his training ahead of the
iconic Comrades race in June. In amongst 40+ mile training runs he also found the time to complete the Dorset
Ooser Marathon. That same event saw Top 10 finishes from Ashley Middlewick and Eugene McSorley. Grant
Hopkins and Matthew Brown stormed around the London Landmarks Half Marathon – I wonder if we’ll see them in
action in next years London. Soon after his big performance in the Dorset Coastal Marathon, Stuart Jones
produced the goods yet again with a PB at Manchester Marathon – a popular event which was also ran by Daniel
Fletcher, Stuart Rutherford, Paul Monaghan, Gary Clarke, Martin Bush and Simon Davis. Pete Morris and
Martin Bush continue to rack up their number of marathons faster than Ian Giggs can rack up parkruns. Richard
Hallam-Baker and Nick Adley produced top 10 finishes in the Wokingham 10K and 5K events respectively.
Following London the team moves onto club championship events at Hurstbourne and Marlow and focus switches
to the team relay events at Ridgeway and Runnymede. Any questions welcome. Please contact
teamcaptains@readingroadrunners.org
And Finally…..
Steve Dellow was rescued from the Empire to run in the Valencia World Half Marathon Championships.
done Steve!
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Phil Reay’s Featured Reading Roadrunner
There have been some huge improvements with many Roadrunners this year already and I’m going to start
featuring some of them in this report. This month following PB’s at Wokingham and Woodley 10K, I caught up with
Stewart Wing who has worked hard to transform himself into a seriously good runner.

PR: You've had a great start to 2018, what has been the highlight?
SW: I would say so far, this year I have two main highlights, one would be the Wokingham Half where I knew I was
getting quicker and the training was paying off and the second would be the Fareham parkrun on 14thApril. I had
wanted to get in the top 10 and do under 20 minutes at a parkrun since 2015 and it was so nearly achieved with
coming 8th in a time of 20 minutes dead.
PR: Have you changed the way you train and what is having the biggest impact on results?
SW: Since October 2017 until a few weeks ago I was coming to the track every week and really enjoyed being part
of a fun group that still took it serious. Making many new friends has really helped my self-confidence. I still only
really train 2 or 3 times a week but now see running as fun & enjoyable more than just a way of losing weight.
PR: Many of us run as part of a health lifestyle, was there an 'a-ha moment' when you decided to join RR?
SW: Really it was always going to be inevitable with having crazy running parents who were already roadrunners that
I would join especially with them getting my membership as a birthday present 3 years ago but my main a-ha
moment came after seeing photos of myself from the Woodley parkrun and how much of a struggle it was
becoming to get around a parkrun without being in pain. It was also getting hard to lap my old man.
PR: What are your running aspirations for the rest of the year and beyond?
SW: would say my main running goals for the rest of the year are to compete the high peaks challenge (if it’s run this
year) & now part of an Endure team, which should be lots of fun. Also, if I can get a PB in a 5 mile race that would
complete the set for the year. Beyond that I just want to keep on enjoying my running as that is the main thing,
complete 3 more marathons to get up to double figures and just to help my fellow runners as this club has already
given so much back.
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Club Charity 2018
Kerry Eastwood
A great start to 2018’s Charity year!
A big thank you to The Wokingham Half Committee for their generous donation of £450 to our Club Charity, No5.
Each year the club assists by providing supportive volunteer marshals for the event, which is rewarding in many
ways – why not give it a go!
Our first Prize raffle is well under way. Two fabulous prizes to be won – 1st Prize is an entry to MySportingTimes
10k Summer series, three 10k races on a Saturday evening and 2nd Prize is a gift experience of your choice brought
to you by buyagift.com, a choice of over 300+ experiences from Spa days, Helicopter flights or a night’s retreat
away.

It’s £2 a ticket and they are on sale at Track on Wednesdays from 6pm or through the JustGiving page (no gift aid)
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/rrr-charity2018. The draw will take place Live at Track on Wednesday 9th
May. Thank to those who have already got their tickets!

May is fast approaching, which means Shinfield 10k on the 7th May is only around the corner, so it is an opportunity
to meet the Charity we are supporting. No5 Counselling will be there showing their support, go and say hi!
Talking about May, on the 13th May, the ever enthusiastic Peter Higgs is running naked for the charity (no not
without his garmin) but The Naturist Foundation 5k in Orpington, Kent. So, if you would like NOT to see his official
race photos – DONATE!! à https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/rrr-charity2018. Peter’s running total at the
moment is £125! Great stuff!
Our latest running Total of monies raised is - £1053.56 !!!
Fantastic!!
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Victoria victory for modest Morris
David Dibben
BIG Brendan Morris was proud to join the queue of Reading Roadrunners proclaiming their shiny new Easter
personal bests.
“I’m struggling to keep this one to myself,” he announced on Facebook. “One hour 14.12 for the Victoria Park Half
Marathon…PB!”
But Brendan was barely telling half the story. What he failed to mention was that he actually WON the race, beating
a field of over 700.

While some of London’s elite runners were in Berkshire on Good Friday denying our best guys the prizes at the
Maidenhead 10, our gentle giant was already in the capital to gain revenge.
So a month which began with a lot of frustration ended in triumph and Brendan can look forward to the Virgin
London Marathon with bags of confidence.
Sharpening up in February with a 58-minute pb in the Bramley 10 and a 17:10 parkrun pb at Woodley, his target has
always been London. Let Brendan take up the story…
“I’m hoping to improve on my marathon time of 2:41 that I ran at Abingdon last year, which has got me on to the
Championship start line for London,” he said.
“If my taper goes smoothly and there are good conditions on the day I’ll be aiming to go under 2:40.
“My wife Gemma will be running London as well as she got through in the ballot. She’s new to running but has been
putting in a tremendous effort and deserves to achieve a time she should be proud of.
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“Though I won’t be with her on the day, my thoughts and some of my concentration will be with her. My wife and I
both wanted to do a half marathon as part of our training and we picked the Bath Half as we knew it was quite a flat
course. Unfortunately the ‘Beast from the East’ had other ideas and the event was cancelled due to heavy snow.
“Still eager to do a half marathon we signed up for Reading a couple of weeks later… well, we all know how that
ended. By this time we thought we were cursed and had upset the running gods.”
Not long afterwards Gemma Morris suffered a foot injury and eased off the mileage, but Brendan was still keen to
race a half marathon and to crack the 75-minute barrier. Using the RunBritain website he sourced the Victoria Park
Half in Mile End, east London.
“The course was flat and the weather pretty much perfect,” he said. “I had taken an early train as I didn’t dare wake
my wife, so I was going solo.”
Well, not really solo! The six-and-a-half lap course soon became a parkrun-style free-for-all. Not only was their route
open to the general public enjoying a dry Bank Holiday but two more races, at 5k and 10k, were taking places
simultaneously over the same course.
“It was a constant battle to pick a racing line against oncoming dog walkers and runners who I was lapping,” said
Brendan.
But he was always up with the leaders and his 75-minute pace target. By the nine-mile mark he was pulling away
from his main opponent, Tom Sawyer of Tring.
He eventually prevailed with 35 seconds to spare over second-placed Sawyer. “Crossing the line I was over the
moon,” he said. “I couldn’t quite believe that I had cracked it.
“But I’m always looking to improve, so I never dwell on the PBs too long before trying to work out how I’m going to
cut the time down further.
“We have some fantastic runners in our club and I want to be able to represent the club at the sharp end of
competition.”
Roadrunners men’s captain Phil Reay paid tribute to the achievement. “I’m thrilled for Brendan that his hard work
and dedication has been rewarded with a race win,” he said.
“After recording PBs at seven distances in 2017 it’s no surprise to see him continue to go from strength to strength.
“He is without doubt an inspiration and a role model for all those members striving to continue their own
improvement.”
After London, Brendan says he will be “hoping to scrape together
enough pennies to do all six of the major marathons in the next
three years.”
If he does, let’s try to persuade him not to make a secret of his
future successes.
Editors note: This article was written in early April and Brendan’s
London time was an incredible 2:41.48.
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Virgin Money London Marathon - Race Report
David Dibben
MATTHEW RICHARDS was the Reading Roadrunners star on a blisteringly hot
day at the Virgin London Marathon.
Richards was the first Roadrunner home in the sensational time of two hours 32
minutes and 39 seconds.
His red-hot performance matched the temperature in the capital as he ran a new
personal best time, eclipsing even the brilliant time produced by Mark
Worringham at Brighton a week previously.
The club’s 20-miles record holder showed he could add another storming 10k
to that distance, running a personal best and a negative split to finish 45th overall.
Apart from Richards, a lot of his club colleagues wilted in the heat and there was
general disappointment that what people had trained for so hard for so long was
simply impossible on the warmest-ever day in the history of the race.
The options were simply to scale back on one’s ambitions… or pay the price!
There were personal bests on the day for Liz Atkinson, Sarah Richmond-De’voy
and, of course, the Queen of Improvements Gemma Buley (3:33.37), but the real
Roadrunners stars were right at the back of the field, where Hannah McPhee and Jenny Gale took over seven and a
half hours to complete their brave, roasting journey.
Our athletes set off boosted by a string of helpful tips from club marathon record holder Keith Russell, who must
have known his figures weren’t going to be threatened in such conditions.
Most people’s experience was summed up in a nutshell by Steve Ridley: “I knew pretty early on that I wasn’t going to
be able to hit a PB, so started backing off. Wheels came off properly from miles 14-18…”
Another of the club’s elite runners, Seb Briggs, who had been the first Roadrunner to finish in 2017, said: “Absolutely
astounding from Matthew Richards, who managed an incredible time and placement. Brilliant work.
“The Roadrunners at Mile 23 were fantastic again and it’s difficult to overstate how much of a boost they give you at
what is probably the hardest part of the 26.2.”
Briggs admitted that his time of 2:42.14 was way off what he envisaged when he started training for the event back
in December. “But it was more than acceptable considering the heat,” he said.
“My time was put into perspective by the fact that I finished in the top 200. I started the race with a target time for
2:35 but with the energy-sapping heat and my right leg starting to cramp up I had to readjust my target and enjoy
the experience.
“I had the pleasure of running alongside the impressive Brendan Morris for the majority of the way. Approaching
30k he told me he didn’t think he could sustain his pace before speeding off while I chugged along, seeing him go
further and further into the distance. Cheers for that!”
Another runner to take a realistic view of the conditions was Alex Harris, who said: “It was one of those days when
you just had to focus on survival and getting round safely. Pretty much everyone was way off their target time.”
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That didn’t stop Alex, recently new to the V50 age category, from coming within nine seconds of a personal best
with a time of 2:56.58.
“I didn’t look at my time until there was 600 metres to go and by then it was too late,” he said.
“I was totally cooked after eight miles and I couldn’t see how I could finish, so I stopped looking at pace/splits and
just focused on getting round.
“Anyway I was really happy with my time as the conditions were brutal.”
Those conditions caused a scare for Sarah Dooley, who collapsed at the finish and was wheeled off to the medical
tent without being able to collect her medal and goody bag.
“The race was a bit of a disaster for me,” she said. “I had to make two toilet stops due to stomach cramps, then I had
trouble breathing in the last few hundred metres and couldn’t breathe when I crossed the line.”
Sarah still managed to complete the course in a highly creditable 3:39.10.
Another runner to make several toilet stops was my training partner Joe Blair, but that was because he was sensibly
taking on board plenty of water.
Joe, doing the Brighton-London double on consecutive weekends due to charity commitments, said: “I decided to
follow collective advice and start slowly. That paid huge dividends.
“I took on water every mile, mainly to douse my hat, wrists and neck. But the heat really drains you and in truth I still
had a bit of Brighton in my legs.
“I finished comparatively strongly and it was only when I finished that I allowed myself to accept the achievement of
two marathons in eight days. So far I’ve raised over £2,400 for my charity, Marie Curie.
“The heat took quite a few casualties and I’m just grateful that I made it round.”
One of those casualties occurred near the Roadrunners marshalling at Mile 23. There Chris Manton had to carry a
fallen runner off the course to the medical facilities.
Another runner upset by the heat was our own Melanie Shaw, disappointed not to be in a position to challenge for a
PB after a year out with an injury deferral.
“I was totally wiped out by the heat,” she said. “You’ve no idea how hard it was out there today.”
Back out on the course, Hannah and Jenny, the bravest of the brave,
were still battling and it was almost 6.20pm when they finally made it to
the Mall.
Roadrunners’ ladies captain Sam Whalley paid this tribute to her girls:
“Huge kudos to Hannah and Jenny; I can’t imagine what it must have
taken to keep going in those conditions.
“It took me back to the disaster that was Brighton 2017, where the high
temperatures had me reduced to an alternating walk/shuffle for the
second half of the race.
“Anyone who ran yesterday should be really proud of themselves for getting round. Look what the heat did to that
marathon great, Mary Keitany. It was an exceptional day.”
The Roadrunners’ spirit was summed up by Seb Briggs when he said: “Looking forward to next year already.”
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Brighton Marathon - Race Report
David Dibben
MARK WORRINGHAM was the Roadrunners’ hero at the Brighton Marathon, finishing
13th in a field of nearly 20,000.
The former club men’s captain took nearly four minutes off his personal best, coming
home in a time of two hours, 32 minutes and 46 seconds.
His successor as men’s captain, Phil Reay, led the tributes to his star vet. “Like a fine
wine, Mark just gets better with age,” he said. “To run a marathon in that time and take
almost four minutes off his PB is incredible.
“Mark gets a lot of plaudits for his times and achievements but what is really
impressive is his bravery and courage.
“He attacked the Brighton course, running the first half in 1:13.37 to see what he had
in him. Respect.”
Just ahead of Mark, the race had a dramatic climax, the long-time leader Dan Nash losing his massive lead to Stuart
Hawkes in the final mile, the Tipton Harrier winning for the second year in a row in a time of 2:22.33.
But, unknown to the huge crowds on the seafront, the outcome was decided, just like most Formula One Grands
Prix…. in the pits!
Young Welshman Nash had been forced to make not one but TWO unscheduled stops to use the portaloo facilities.
The ladies was also won for the second successive year by Helen Davies, of Ipswich, in 2:38.41.
Roadrunners’ first lady to finish was Jane Davies in 3:41.35, and it was
the start of a bitter-sweet week for her.
“That’s well outside my PB of 3:22.08 which I ran in London in 2013, so
I’m about four minutes a year slower,” she said.
“It was a GFA for me, but it’s easier for the ladies. The GFA rules for
London have changed though, so I won’t definitely get a place.”
But Jane’s mood changed from disappointed to euphoric a couple of
days later when she learned she had been called up for the England
Age Group Masters marathon team.
Her performance at Brighton sparked an email from England Athletics
confirming her selection to represent her country against a Celtic Nations team on a date yet to be announced.
Roadrunners’ second man home, Paddy Hayes, slashed a massive ten minutes off his personal best … and then
treated us to a brilliant summation of the big event.
“Brighton was where it all began for me,” said Paddy. “It was my first marathon in 2015, where I first felt that awful
feeling of running completely out of available energy and trying to push on for the final few miles without slowing
too much. I felt that again last Sunday.
“I was trying to bring my PB down from 3:14.34 to something much quicker, so I gambled and went with the sub-3hr
pace group.
“I knew it wouldn’t last, but I wanted to see how long I could cling on for. I enjoyed the first half immensely, despite
or maybe even because of the ups and downs around Rottingdean and Ovingdean.
“The fourth quarter of the race was pure punishment. The sub-3hr group had gone away around half way, and I
focused on seven-minute miling until around mile 22.
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“In an otherwise scenic race, the stretch around Shoreham port is painfully uninspiring. The power station, sawmills
and warehouses aren’t much to look at and there are relatively few spectators.
“After turning for home I had to keep asking my legs for one more mile at 7min pace, then one more at 7.15 as
fatigue began to bite.
“Eventually the race re-joins the seafront promenade, the finish line now in sight, albeit three and a half miles away. I
crossed the line at 3:04.02, feeling that familiar combination of appalling pain and elation.
“It’s worth repeating just how much difference is made by the support of fellow Reading Roadrunners, both
spectating and running.
“It was particularly cheering to see Mark Worringham over at the head of the race.
“Naturally I was pleased with my time but I later spotted that the London Marathon have tightened up their Good
For Age criteria and capped the number of places.
“It appears I need to find another four minutes, left out on the road somewhere in Shoreham.”
For Paddy’s running partner, Dan Brock, the race had a contrasting outcome… no PB but a Good For Age
qualification.
The British Airways long-haul captain finished in 3:11.58, slightly off the pace of the 3:09 he ran at Abingdon last
year. He plans to use that GFA qualification to run Chicago in October and use his Brighton certificate for Boston
next year.
“These are both places we fly to on the jumbo,” said Dan, “but I think I’ll go as a passenger for the races.
“Boston is a favourite destination of mine as the city is setup for running and whenever I’m there I’ll always run.
“If I can find a 10k or another event when I’m down-route, I always try to enter.
“I enjoyed a good 10k in Mexico City last year, but the 7,832 feet of elevation made it hard going.”
Dan will be one of eight Roadrunners in the Simon Davis training group heading out to next month’s Copenhagen
Marathon, and he had plenty of praise for his team-mates.
“Most of my long runs are done with Simon’s fantastic Sunday morning group,” he said. “I really can’t begin to say
how wonderful they are. Everyone encourages each other and a large proportion came down to Brighton to
support… very loudly.”
Another Roadrunner to return an outstanding time was Chris Buley, finishing his very first marathon in 3:21.17.
“I didn’t know what to expect and it was a really enjoyable experience,” said Chris. “I loved every moment of it and
was very pleased with my time.
“Running towards the power station was particularly tricky and the only dull part of the race.
“I was going really well until mile 21 when I had severe cramping in both legs. My left leg cramped and then my
right… it was agony! I’ve never had such bad cramp.
“Next time I have to be a bit smarter with fuelling for the last five miles as, for once, my fitness felt great.
“It was nice to see fellow Roadrunners along the way, so thanks to those who gave me a big cheer and smile.”
Ashley Middlewick’s body of exercise for the weekend consisted of a cycle ride from Reading into London on
Saturday, another from South London down to Brighton on the morning of the race and a further ride home
afterwards.
In the middle of all that he contrived to slip in a parkrun at the new Hazlewood course in Sunbury-on-Thames, where
he was the FIRST finisher. Oh, and he ran the marathon in 3:08.03.
The day’s racing at Brighton kicked off with a 10k in which both Roadrunners competing, Vroni Royle and Nicola
Gifford, chalked up personal bests.
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Maidenhead 10 - Race Report
David Dibben
ROB CORNEY came within an ace of rewriting the Roadrunners’ record books in
the Maidenhead 10… but he wasn’t happy!
Corney, who smashed the club record for the half marathon six weeks previously,
finished third and led home a long list of Roadrunners county championship
medallists.
Alex Harris, Alan Freer and Gemma Buley joined Corney with Berkshire golds,
there were silvers for Sally Carpenter and Sarah Dooley and bronze for Pete
Jewell, Helen Pool, Sarah Bate and myself.
The club’s only representatives at the prize-giving were Caroline Hoskins, after
another outstanding performance in the FV50 category, and Tom Harrison, who
vanquished his sole opponent at MV80 by the small margin of 34 minutes.
Meanwhile Corney was left to rue what might have been. After a delayed start to the sell-out race he forced the pace
and went through 5k inside Mark Worringham’s club record time of 15mins 38secs.
And although he soon lost the lead to the eventual winner, Dan Wallis of Belgrave Harriers,
his next personal best time quickly followed as he clocked 31:47 for 10k, just outside the
club record of 31:38.
“After that it started to unravel a bit,” he said. “An old hamstring
injury I struggled with at some of the XC races flared up.”
Rob was passed by the Kent runner Chris Greenwood and
eventually finished in a time of 52:48, only 23 seconds outside
Howard Grubb’s longstanding club record.
“I was not at all pleased as I was on for about a 52:10, which I had to abandon,” he said.
“But I will live and learn and at the next flat-road 10 miler I will claim another club
record.”
Corney’s final thoughts were for the
Roadrunners supporters. “They did the
club so much credit again,” he said. “It’s
great to get so many shouts of support and it must be tough for the
guys from other clubs who get nothing like the same cheers.”
The club’s first lady finisher, Carrie Hoskins, led a list of no fewer than
29 personal bests with a sensational time of 1:03.42. She had more
than seven minutes to spare over the second FV50, our own Jane
Davies.
Both our girls earned age gradings of over 88 per cent for their
performances… practically international-class running.
And Carrie’s wasn’t even the best pb in her family… daughter Sophie,
the Henley Hockey Club star, improved by over four minutes.
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Another notable new mark was set by our top FV50, Alex Harris (1:01.13), now clearly back close to top form leading
up to the London Marathon, having been lucky to survive a horror crash while cycling in Lanzarote last year.
The usual suspects in our pb list, Chris and Gemma Buley, were at it yet again, Mrs B returning a new mark over six
minutes quicker.
There were also huge improvements for Judith Ritchie (10 minutes) and Stewart Wing (eight). Other men on pb
form were Chris Manton, sharpening up for next weekend’s Paris Marathon, Nelesh Kotecha, Martin Douglas, Peter
Rennie and Tony Long, while firefighter Vince Williams was on red hot form and pilot Dan Brock was really flying.
Captain Sam Whalley spearheaded a bunch of super
performances from her women’s section, including pbs by
Paloma Crayford (again!), Liz Ganpatsingh, Sarah RichmondDe’voy, Vroni Royle, Hilary Rennie, Suzanne Drakeford-Lewis,
Zoe De La Pascua, Cathrin Westerwelle, Rachel Allaway, Sian
Deller and Hannah McPhee.
The race was also something of a personal triumph for Fleur
Denton, who achieved her first good result since breaking a
foot at mile 16 of the 2015 London Marathon. “It has taken
me three years to get my mojo back,” she said.
Towards the back of the field my wife, Jill, finishing after the
weather had turned from threatening to Noah’s Ark
conditions, improved by over three minutes from her time at Bramley.

Mark and Helen win SPOTY awards
David Dibben
ROADRUNNERS Mark Worringham and Helen Pool both won trophies at the Reading Sports Personality of the Year
awards.
Former men’s captain Mark took the prize for the veteran achiever and
Helen picked up the award for the best local improver during the year.
For Mark it was a reward for his success during a year when he represented
England at the Masters Cross-Country international in Ireland and led his
Roadrunners squad to the veterans’ title in the Hampshire Cross Country
League.

And for Helen it marked a year in which she ran big personal bests at every
distance on the way to clinching the club championship and culminated in
being selected to represent Berkshire at the Inter-Counties Championship.
Our heroes received their awards at a glittering ceremony at the Hilton
Hotel in Reading.
With his usual dry wit Mark commented that the “goodwill in the room
seemed to dissipate when it was mentioned I was a Reading Borough
Council town planning officer.”
The main awards for the local sportsman and sportswoman of the year went to Jenine Hutchison (taekwondo) and
Dan John (swimming).
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Woodley 10K - Race Report
David Dibben
ROADRUNNER Rob Corney warmed up in style for the London Marathon with victory in
the Woodley 10k.
It was his second big win of the year and followed success at the Devon Coastal Marathon
as well as setting a new club half-marathon record at Wokingham and his superb third
place in the Maidenhead Easter 10.
Corney stormed home in 32mins 18secs from the Bracknell Forest
runner Neil Kevern, with James Samson, of Datchet, third.
Roadrunners also took ninth and tenth places, with Mark Apsey at last
beating his target 35-minutes barrier with 34.49, followed in by Dave
McCoy.
Corney was one of three Roadrunners to pick up a Berkshire county
championship gold medal, being joined by Alan Freer (MV60) and a
new name to FV55 honours, Sarah Bate.
There were also silver medals for Helen Pool and Pete Jewell and a bronze for Mary Janssen.
Both Freer and Corney lead their categories after three events with a perfect 30 points and look
assured of overall gold when the competition comes to a climax at the Marlow 5 on May 13th.
A-category first places went to Caroline Hoskins (FV50), who was fourth lady overall, as
well Ed Dodwell (MV60) and Roger Pritchard (MV70), plus of course Corney in the senior
men.
There were plenty of other Roadrunners celebrating personal bests after the Woodley
race, most notably Stewart Wing, who slashed just over SIX minutes off his previous
figure, finishing in 42:01.
Vince Williams also improved his mark to 45:32 and remarked wistfully: “Apparently that
was my idea of taking it easy before London.”
Among the ladies cheering new figures were Paloma Crayford, achieving a pb for the fifth
race in a row with 49:36, Fleur Denton in 48:36 (“best since I got married”) and Maria
Norville, whose time of 54:59 was seven minutes better than in the same race a year previously.
Sarah Bate made it a double of county bling and PB, Candy Cox got a second PB to follow up her new mark at the
Maidenhead 10 and there were also new best times for Peter and Hilary Rennie, Helen Dixon, Suzanne DrakefordLewis, Jo Rippingale and Laura Chandler.
All of them probably agreed with Corney when he said: “The Woodley 10k was a nice race. It was good fun and well
organised.
“There were some good runners, so I got the measure of everyone in the first couple of km before opening up a
lead.
“It was a comfortable run, about 30 seconds slower than my first 10k in Maidenhead, but I had half an eye on
London.
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My Brighton Marathon
Mark Worringham
Brighton Marathon. My fifth marathon, and time to hopefully get somewhere near what I should be capable of on
paper. What I should be capable of on paper is sub 2:30. Failing that, my PB going into the race was 2:36:27,
dating from London two years ago. What is apparent is that my approach so far had not been working. Each of my
marathons I had gone in with conservative aims, started sensibly and then faded anyway. So this was going to be
different – treat it like a race, go out bravely and just see where that takes me. If I’m going to fade anyway, it might as
well be off a fast pace than a slow one.
The other approach that was due a revision was fuelling. Post-marathon sickness has been a real issue for me, and I
wondered if this was due to gels. Usually I take four, but inspired by TipTop who runs 2:27 with only water, and
based on feeling great on long runs containing a good element of marathon pace without gels, I decided to do
without. However, I didn’t quite have the courage of my convictions, so brought two gels along as emergency
backup. Then I started worrying the evening before, convinced myself it was an error, and backed out a bit, and
decided that I’d use the two gels I had.
I have managed to sneak into the Category A elite group, due to my sub 70 half. This means I get a free entry,
Saturday night’s accommodation, expenses paid and a buffet dinner and race briefing the night before.
Unfortunately, in anticipation of my usual post-marathon sickness, I need to stay the night after the race as well, and
the elite hotel is full the Sunday night, and I can’t be doing with lugging bags around between hotels after the race,
so I have just booked my own accommodation. I also don’t ask for expenses, because, to be honest, I don’t feel like
I’m anywhere near good enough to be claiming travel expenses for running a race. Probably sounds a bit odd, but
there you go.
One interrupted sleep later, and morning comes far too soon. It’s onto the elite shuttle up to the start. We get a tent
with tea, coffee and yoga mats, which is great. I mean, I don’t use any of them, but it’s nice to know they are there,
cos you never know when you might want to sip a hot beverage whilst in the downwards dog position. Weather is
near perfect. Overcast and still. With so much of the race on the seafront, a bit of wind could kill times, but there
will be no such excuses today.
Miles 1-5: It’s time to start. Let’s do this shit! Nervous before, but now I
just want to get on with it. This uncharacteristic enthusiasm leads to a first
mile in the low 5:20s. Hmm. That’s 2:22 pace. Not entirely advisable, but
it is a slight downhill, so let’s go with it. Immediately, two groups form, and
I’m in the second. Pace calms down after the initial excitement, and I settle
into a rhythm of miles in the 5:30s. My group has turned into a group of
four or five, containing a THH, a red/yellow vest I don’t recognise (turns out
to be Epsom), a Midlander I was chatting to at the dinner the night before,
and someone else, and we’re just ticking the miles off comfortably.
Watch splits - 5:21 (1), 5:39 (2), 5:33 (3), 5:34 (4), 5:30 (5) (please take
these watch splits with a pinch of salt as I am conscious that my watch was
hitting the miles before the markers came up, but the 5-mile marker came
up in 28:0x)
Miles 5-10: Epsom and THH push ahead a bit on the long drag out of the
city, so the Midlands guy and I share duties on leading into the slight
breeze, with the third guy always sitting behind and letting us do the
work. OK, so it’s like that is it? Through 10K in pretty much 35 dead, and
things are going just swimmingly. Past ultra posh Roedean school at
around 8 miles, and we catch up to Epsom and THH again and reform a
group of five. Someone has dropped off the lead group and looks to
already be struggling, and we pass him and forge on. Take my first gel.
Towards the turnaround, and I can see the leader, Dan Nash, has built up a
sizeable lead over the chasing group, the rest of which all remains
together. Round the turnaround, and by 9.5 miles all of the uphills in the race are done and dusted, which provides
a mental boost. 10 miles is up in around 56:15.
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Splits - 5:47 (6), 5:40 (7), 5:30 (8), 5:37 (9), 5:35 (10)
Now Epsom starts to forge ahead, the lurker has disappeared off the back, and we’re down to a good group of
three of THH, bloke from Midlands and me. This group now starts to work well together, sharing the load for most
of the mid section of the race. It’s back through central Brighton, and the fantastic support inevitably results in a lift
of pace. Hitting halfway in 1:13:32 gives me a slight reality check. 2:27? Really?? But what can you do when it feels
good. Hey, maybe TipTop is tracking and is momentarily concerned about his 2:27 club record? Always good to
keep him on his toes. We now start the looooooong drag into Hove, which looks much shorter on the map than it
feels in real life, but we hit the 15 mile point eventually in just over 1:24.
Splits - 5:34 (11), 5:34 (12), 5:32 (13), 5:32 (14), 5:43 (15)
After 15 miles is the first inkling that this is feeling hard. We’ve still got a good group going though, and behind is
no man’s land, so now I’m committed. I see the runner up the road ahead peel off and go into a portaloo, so we
take a place whilst he does his ablutions. Another turnaround in Hove, and bloke from Midlands has fallen off the
pace a bit and it’s just me and THH. We pass famed multi-marathoner Adam Holland, who has dropped from the
lead group. But as we get to 17 miles, I can feel my pace slipping. At 18 miles, I briefly struggle to get my other gel
out of my pocket without also dislodging my hotel room key, and the resulting slowdown puts me a few metres
behind THH. He looks round, concerned, and tries to encourage me to get back up with him, which I do. After 18
miles, we start heading westwards again, and with the slight wind at my back, this means a bit of a rally. But soon, it
starts to feel hard again. I’m slipping behind THH again. He keeps looking back, and clearly wants me to stick with
him, he’s calling encouragement to me. Much as I appreciate this, I’m struggling to live with this pace now and
slipping further and further behind. 20 miles comes up in 1:53 dead. Hey, all I need now is a fraction quicker than
6-minute miles to break 2:30. Easy, right?
Splits - 5:43 (16), 5:44 (17), 5:50 (18), 5:36 (19), 5:41 (20)
It’s a lonely section out towards the power station, and speedbumps are decidedly unwelcome. I’m still hanging off
THH by 20-30 metres. Local serial race winner James B is up ahead, and pushing past him raises me a position in
the V40 stakes. Another turnaround is ahead, and at this point I can see I’m still within a mile of the race leader
coming back in the other direction. But by Christ this is hard now. Force myself through the next couple of miles,
but I know this is going south fast. As I approach mile 23, I’m in no mans land. My mind drifts and before I know it
I’m walking. No, I’ve never walked in a marathon! Start jogging again and try to force the pace, but I can feel I’m
cooked. It’s a case of up to pace for a couple of hundred metres, followed by some jogging. I can still rescue 2:30 if
I can summon some pace from somewhere, but it just isn’t there. Find myself walking again. No, no, no! Someone
comes past who I’ve never seen before. Try running again, but the bursts of proper pace are getting shorter and the
periods of jogging are getting longer. And I’m walking again! The maths in my head is all over the place. Is sub
2:31 still on? Sub 2:32? I can’t work it out. The Midlander comes past too now. 800m to go now, and I have to walk
AGAIN. Surely I can run it in from here? Well, running is a generous term, but yes, in a sense I can, and I finally
stumble across the line in 2:32:47, in 13th place.
Splits - 5:46 (21), 5:59 (22), 6:19 (23), 6:22 (24), 6:46 (25), 6:52 (26), and some other stuff.
From there, it’s a long time sitting in the elite tent trying to gather some energy to return to the hotel room. When I
finally manage it, I spend much of the afternoon throwing up (probably not the gels then), before recovering at
around 6pm and finally venturing out to find some food.
So, all in all, I went out too fast and blew up in classic marathon style. But I don’t regret it. The whole idea was to
stop fearing the distance, and just attack it and see where my limits lie. Well, now I know. In all probability, a more
even approach might have got me under 2:31, and maybe even under 2:30. But maybe it wouldn’t. Maybe I
would’ve flaked out anyway. We will never know. But I’m glad that I had a go at it. 2:30 will come I think, but will
probably need a bit more circumspection.
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My first marathon
David Dibben
RUNNING a first marathon is easy. Any mug can do it! Just ask me…
All you have to do is to follow a few simple steps.
1 Find a training programme.
2 Follow that programme and complete your training.
3 Enter a marathon and use that training to get round in good shape.
I’m afraid this is going to be on the ‘teach your grandmother how to suck eggs’ level for experienced marathoners
but if you are new to the club and are just catching the bug for stepping up to the longer distances, let one newbie
assure others that it really is that simple.
First, finding your training programme. There are thousands of them all over the internet. You’ll be spoilt for choice
but those devised by the Virgin London Marathon and Runner’s World are probably as good as any.
They will fall into three categories… elite, intermediate and beginner. Trust
me, you’ll be an intermediate.
The programme typically last 17 weeks, but they make it clear “you should
have done four to eight weeks of steady training so that you have a
foundation of fitness to build on.”
Just follow what it says on the tin and you’ll find it interesting learning the
differences between easy runs, steady runs, threshold runs, hill runs, fartlek
runs, interval runs, long runs etc.

Most importantly, NEVER neglect your rest days. They are possibly the most
crucial element in all of this.
Your mileage will gradually increase throughout the programme and you
will come to realise just how vital the rest days are, as well as time spent
concentrating on core-strengthening exercises and stretching.
Then there’s the issue of working out your own best regime of hydration and nutrition.
So it’s not just thrown together; there’s a fair bit of science in this. If you have any queries, ask the Roadrunners’
coaches. Simon Davis and his troops are well qualified and have decades of experience.
Well before the end of your training you will notice that the continued circle of progression and consolidation and
more progression leaves you finding that the ‘easy’ runs are the most difficult to get right, because your improved
strength and endurance naturally helps you to run more quickly.
My own advice is that it is worth following these programmes 95-99 per cent of the way. Always be mindful of what
is required, but don’t be enslaved by the schedule.
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If you want to do a race that you always enjoy or you are chasing club championship points, don’t rule it out
altogether. For example, Fridays are often a rest day because Saturdays and Sundays are so busy, but I managed to
squeeze in the Maidenhead 10 on Good Friday.
Simply jiggle your other training commitments around a little.
Similarly, keep an eye on the weather forecast. If a long run is on your duty roster for the following day and six inches
of snow is forecast overnight, modify your plans by 24 hours.
Which brings me to the three imponderables in all this… the weather, illnesses, and injuries. You need a bit of luck
with all these to complete your programme without a hitch.
We have only had two weekend blizzards this year, and one of them kicked off when I was standing on the start line
of the Farnborough Winter Half Marathon. They say that what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger, and that one
nearly killed me.
Then there was the cancellation of the Reading Half Marathon, which didn’t bother many Roadrunners. I managed
16 miles that morning, including most of the official course, and I know a lot of my club mates ran at least 20. There
are no big girl’s blouses in the Roadrunners.
Of course, the Reading Half is traditionally timed as a good preparation for the VLM and the choice of a few buildup races for your big day is important. If you are aiming for a Spring marathon debut there are several bespoke
events nearby, including one organised by the Datchet Dashers.
I would recommend the Dorney Lake Prep Race, which gives you the choice of 16-, 20- and 24-mile runs. I went
against the perceived wisdom and opted for the 24. That gave me all the confidence I needed to complete the 26.2
distance.
The third step to your own personal glory should of course have come earlier. You will have needed to have chosen
your race and counted back 17-plus weeks before that date to synchronise your training.
If you want a recommendation for a well-organised, flatish race for your first marathon I don’t think you could do
much better than Brighton. That’s despite the fact that it is horrendously expensive and offers a miserably poor
goody bag.

But the level of support in Brighton is absolutely fantastic. On marathon weekend the good people of Brighton
come out in their thousands and gave all the runners magnificent support.
They certainly helped me gain a Good For Age certificate and I was delighted to win my age category with over
eight minutes to spare.
Although I was No.1 in the second biggest marathon in the country, back in my Wednesday evening training group I
am a poor fourth among the ‘masters’ group, where athletes like Sian James, Jane Davies and Alan Freer are quite
simply Great For Age.
And that’s before you look at the wider picture in the club, and the likes of Carrie Hoskins and Tom Harrison. Perhaps
I’ll settle for Ordinary For Age.
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Journey to my first marathon
Neil Carpenter
‘I could never run a marathon’.

That was the mantra I’d always had from as young as I could remember. In secondary school I was unfit. Not
overweight, but not really fit and regularly near the back of any school organised cross country sessions where we
ran around Ashenbury Park. Needless to say cross country days weren’t my favourite days of the year. I got nothing
out of them at all except a sense of failure.
Fast forward to Jan 2016. A friend offered me a free entry to a Spartan Sprint event at the Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park. As I’d always fancied doing an obstacle race, and because I was over 2 stone (!) overweight after the usual
Christmas over indulgence, I committed to start running and to maintain my fitness.
And everything snowballed from there. I lost the weight in just 2 months and started entering as many 10ks as I
could to have regular goals to keep up my motivation to train. The Spartan came and went, and did many other
10ks, a Spartan Super and in October my first Half Marathon since 2011.
It was just after that I joined Reading Roadrunners and it’s fair to say that’s when my belief in myself skyrocketed!
After just 7 months as a Roadrunner, the beginning of last year saw me smash my 5k, 10k and Half PB’s by early May,
and crucially, I marshalled at the London Marathon as a Roadrunner in April.
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That was all the motivation I needed! I decided to step up and attempt a full marathon so I decided to apply for
London via several mental health charities as a close family member has suffered from bi-polar disorder for many
years.
So raising money to provide practical help for people that have these issues and to keep mental health on the
government agenda is really important to me. After all, we all expect to get colds, stomach bugs or physical niggles
as we go through life. Why should everyone feel they have to be mentally 100% every day of their life, and to feel
embarrassed if they’re not? That doesn’t make sense to me.
The Mental Health Foundation offered me a place on June 23rd. So how have I found training for my first ever 26.2
miles?
Nov ’17
I was feeling fit and happily running a half marathon in about 2:05. So I had hopes of gradually ramping up through
the rest of the year to start my official 16 week plan comfortably already running circa 16-17 miles. And then disaster
struck and both IT bands flared up so badly that I had to massively scale back on any exercise for the remainder of
the year.
Week 1 - Jan 1st – The start of my 16 week plan
I eased into my plan reasonably gently. I managed to get back to track on 3rd - on a night totally overshadowed by
our tragic loss. My first Sunday ‘long’ run was a nervous 6 miles – the most I’d done since mid Nov. We were away at
a birthday party in Wrexham so I was the only one not drinking at the party. The run was a hilly one in the dark but it
was good to be back!
Week 2 - Jan 8th
Early days. Another track session followed by some hill work and then 7 miles LSR
Week 3 – 15th Jan
A gradually improving week with track night, a steady Friday run and 8 miles in some light snow showers on Sunday.
The snow turned into heavy rain a little later so the timing was great! I was still cautious in my effort as I could feel my
knees weren’t totally 100%.
Week 4 – 22nd Jan
This week ended with my first double figure run since mid Nov – a 10 mile LSR with Jenny Gale and 3 other
Roadrunner friends. That’s what I love about the Club. So many great people to get to know! My confidence was
growing.
Week 5 – 29th Jan
An easy consolidation week. The only disappointment being missing track night due to work.
Week 6 – 5th Feb
An excellent week with a productive track night, good paced 7 miles on Friday and a respectable Bramley 10 mile
race only a few minutes slower than my fully fit 2017 time gave me a boost – but my knees let me know that they still
needed to be taken care of and some doubt crept in.
Week 7 – 12th Feb
Valentines night was celebrated at track – (where else?!), I had a faster than race pace 8 miles with Grant Hopkins on
Friday and then a thoroughly enjoyable Wokingham Half running with Sarah Walters, Sarah Drew and Helen Dixon. I
was terrified at the start that my IT bands were starting to go again but we ran at a great pace and I finished on a
high. It was so much more fun than if I’d been hell bent on a specific time.
Week 8 – 19th Feb
This was a huge week for me. My Sunday LSR was a 15 mile run. In my 45 years, I’d never run more than exactly 13.1
miles! Not only did I achieve it – I managed exactly my goal VMLM race pace ambition of 10:18 per mile. But those
extra 2 miles were harder than I imagined!
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Week 9 – 26th Feb
Now the effort was ramping up. After last Sunday’s 15 miles and two decent runs including Friday in the snow during
the week, I went out for 17.4 miles on Sunday. I was now running with gels and water for the first time which I knew I
need to practice. And interestingly my first 15 miles were good, this week it was miles 16 & 17 that hurt! But I could
feel progress was being made.
Week 10 – 5th March
Onwards and upwards! A threshold sub 9 min mile 5 miler on Tuesday (good for me especially following on from
Sundays effort!) and a steady Friday run led to my 19 mile LSR on Sunday. One of my hardest at the end but I felt
great. I was starting to realise that I could have done this years ago. It wasn’t that I couldn’t do it, the truth was I’d
never wanted to commit the time to do it and to experience the pain of the effort. (I’m now icing my knees after my
long runs as they’re feeling the strain.)
Week 11 – 12th March
After last weeks high – a crushing week of feeling fatigued for both of my midweek runs and then then
disappointment of the Reading Half cancellation. What terrible timing for the organisers. I went out for 5 miles in the
snow but it was hard work, I still wasn’t feeling the love and the cumulative effort of the LSRs week in and week out
was starting to take it’s toll. And my knees still hurt…
Week 12 – 19th March
Back on it! I’d decided to make this Sundays LSR my longest of my training to give my knees chance to ease off with
time to spare. My LSR was 20 miles – yet another distance PB – and a 1.75m walk home. Just shy of 4.5 miles short of
full distance in total. And I incorporated the Sweatshop Reading Half Marathon run into the session to earn my
finishers medal and tee. A great day’s work.
Week 13 – 26th March
Starting to ease off the distance means the start of maranoia kicking in. It definitely exists! Two more consistent runs
and then a solo 13.1 on Sunday for my LSR at a pace that still has me around a 4:30 finish if all goes well. It’s a
measure of how far I’ve come on this journey that I ‘only’ ran 13.1 miles on Sunday as a shorter run! Until 25th Feb
that was my longest ever.
Week 14 – 2nd April
I’m feeling really good! After a hard but good pyramid track night and a fast 6 miles on Friday, I did a strong 10
miles on Sunday. I felt in control and my knees have calmed right down. I didn’t feel a thing. The only downside was
my Tom Tom GPS watch totally lost the plot after 4 miles and was all over the place!
Week 15 – 9th April.
Almost there! Two much faster than race pace 5 milers and an easy 8 miles on Sunday takes me into the final week.
And the key word is…desperation!!! The marathon is dominating my thinking. I’m desperate to avoid people with
colds, desperate not to tweak anything, desperately hoping I’ve done enough and desperately excited the big day
is just over a week away.
Week 16 – 16th April – The final week.
After just 2 x 3mile runs in the increasing heat, the big day finally arrived – with a prediction of the hottest ever day
for the marathon. After waking up at 4am with pre race excitement, I hopped on the Roadrunners coach at Palmer
Park for the trip into London.
They were right. I can’t imagine a more brutal day for a first marathon! My first 10 miles were on track, my second 10
miles slower and I was reduced to walking the final 6 – with a few strategic jogs thrown in – past the Roadrunners at
Mile 23 and the finish straight! And my GPS watch confirms I ran 27.22 miles in an official time of 5hrs 23. My 26.2
time was a slightly more respectable 5 hrs 11.
But times were irrelevant today. I have achieved a goal I thought myself incapable of. I am now a marathon runner,
finishing the hottest ever London race. The course was iconic, the crowds were amazing and I now have an easily
beatable PB to have a crack at next time. Now where did I leave my beer?!!!!
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Gill Manton’s Paris Marathon
David Dibben
ROADRUNNER Gill Manton is celebrating a triumphal return to Paris… a year after her painful withdrawal halfway
through the French capital’s marathon.
This time Gill completed the course in seven hours, two minutes and eight
seconds, knocking more than ten minutes off her personal best.
“I can honestly say that I enjoyed all of the run,” said Gill, “even when I had to
walk.”
Twelve months before, the Bracknell parkrun run director was forced to pull
out with heatstroke at mile 15. “That gave me my first-ever DNF,” she said,
“so just to finish this year was a huge motivation.”
Accompanied every step of the way by husband Chris, she was able to smash the previous best time she had set in
London in 2014. “I was not really happy with my time but I’ll take it,” she said.
“I’d had a niggle for a few weeks and I probably should have paid more attention to it. That niggle meant my
piriformis (in the glutes: Ed) going into spasm, which I have now found out was caused by a twisted pelvis.
“That spasm hit me big-time at mile 16 and made running really uncomfortable, so I ended up walking for the
majority of the remaining 10 miles.
“The run really started for me when I passed the bench I’d sat on the year before when I stopped by the Notre
Dame. We dropped down to the river at this point and we knew our kids were further up the route.”
Sons Daniel, 13, and Charlie, just 10 but already a veteran of many Roadrunners’ volunteering shifts, rushed down to
greet their parents with hugs and kisses.
Next big landmark for the Mantons was the Eiffel Tower, near where Gill took a live video and posted the clip of
Facebook, so her friends in the club were able to see her ‘in running’.
“Paris is a wonderful marathon and I prefer it to London, if I’m honest. The support and feed stations are fantastic, as
are the firemen who spray you with their hoses, but the T-shirt situation was poor and they ran out of medals shortly
after we finished. Also you are cramped up in your pens for 40-50 minutes before you can get started.
“But so many people gave Reading a supportive shout and we came across runners from Thames Valley Triathletes,
Marlow Striders, Hedge End and Reading Joggers.
“I’m not sure if it was as hot as last year but for the first half of the race it felt a bit like running in a sauna. The breeze
when you dropped down to the Seine was very welcome.
“Chris and I had only ever run together before at parkrun but this time he decided to share the view I normally get
from the back of the field. It meant he could take in much more of the sights, embrace the atmosphere and high-five
all the kids.”
Chris, who boasts a marathon PB of 3:36.11, said: “Seeing the race from a different perspective just confirms my
view that the credit shouldn’t just go to the fast guys but to everyone who drags themselves over the line.”
Gill said: “For me it is about finish lines, not finish times, although I’d love a couple more PBs. It’s all about being
better than I was before.”
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Black Sky Thinking - the Cambridge Boundary Marathon
Chris Cutting
A tale of injury, faith, sports science and Dion Dublin
The Cambridge Boundary Run is organised every year by the University’s running club, the Hare & Hounds - an
organisation seemingly formed at the end of the 19th century with the sole purpose of having regular dust-ups with
their rivals at Oxford. As the name would suggest, it comprises one lap of the city’s boundary and is approximately
one-third off-road. It attracts a fairly serious crowd of entrants, more seasoned trail-runners and those preparing for
ultra events rather than fun-runners, understandably so given that the city’s half marathon took place the weekend
previously.
Jump back to 12 months previously and a broken-hearted little Christopher is waiting for the event ambulance to
come and pick him up from the 20 mile stage, his right knee having given up the ghost somewhere around Fen
Ditton. You could argue that he should have finished the race anyway - maybe if it had been a big event like London
he would have given it a go, but for a 14 quid race in the middle of nowhere, sense prevailed and he sacrificed his
free finish line banana for the ability to walk to work the next day.
However, the failure to complete the race weighed heavily. I was born in Cambridge and the course carries a fair few
significant family landmarks; my maternal Grandparents are buried in Grantchester (5 miles stage), my Dad’s Mum
and Dad both died in Brookfields Hospital (11 miles) within six weeks of each other. Even my Aunt Hilary gets in on
the act, having ‘stepped out’ with an unspecified member of the Habbin family, for whom one of the stands at the
Abbey Stadium, home of Cambridge United FC, is named after (at the halfway stage).

Cambridge United, by the way, are another constant throughout this tale. Lifelong support ensured by my Dad’s
side of the family, ‘The U’s’ currently reside in the Football League, their most recent period of success in the earlynineties being attributed to ‘The General’ John Beck, who led the U’s to the brink of promotion to the top-flight by
such ingenuity as growing the grass long in the pitch corners to enable a long-ball methodology up to target men
such as Dion Dublin (currently to be found presenting BBC’s ‘Homes Under The Hammer’), branded by some as
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‘anti-football’ - as well as less savoury tactics such as turning off the heating in the opposing team’s dressing room.
However, Beck’s control-obsessive nature and utterly inflexible approach meant the project was always doomed to
failure once worked out and he was eventually exposed by Glenn Hoddle and subsequently God. His appearance in
this piece about pioneering sports methods is entirely coincidental.
The event now carried a distinct ‘unfinished business’ label, so plans were made to re-enter in 2018. As usual, the
beginning of the training for a Spring marathon began in earnest with the Marlow Half Marathon, a fairly arduous
road race with a couple of significant climbs. Nonetheless, it was completed a few minutes under best time, but with
no significant issues. Training continued into the Christmas period and then, bang, I fell prey to ‘that virus thing’
which was going around, was flat on my back for a fortnight over the new year and back at square one with less than
ten weeks to go till race day.
Despondency set in, along with the very real possibility that the race wouldn’t be completed for a second year, or
even ever. Runners, especially marathon runners will recognise the dark thoughts that followed. My Grandad’s
regiment was one of the first onto the beaches at Normandy, indeed they overshot, went too far into occupied
France and had to be recalled. How would he feel about this from his resting place in Grantchester Meadows?
Around about now in the tale, two significant events begin to make their mark. One, is that my sidekick Katie (we’ve
tried ‘partner’, ‘significant other’ and ‘space sharer’ amongst others, but ‘sidekick’ seems the most representative),
newly qualifies as a coach. The other is the visit to the track of Nick Anderson, England Athletics endurance coach
and graduate in Science & Management of Health & Fitness.
Opinions on training methods vary widely and are subject to many variables including perpetual scientific advances
and the runner’s personal preferences (what works for them). However, what was becoming more and more clear
from Katie and Nick was that the traditional way of training for a marathon ( ie. to practice running 26.2 miles), were
being challenged by a different way of thinking. Putting faith into other areas of training - tempo, strength, balance,
flexibility - appealed to the situation I had found myself in and would allow for the lack of time remaining.
A club talk by Nick also gave me confidence that I could pull it off. What was the sense, for instance, of distance
training all the way up to 26 miles and risking injury? Do ultra runners go out for 60 mile training runs, for instance?
A training plan drawn up by Katie offered nothing over 20 miles, but featured exercise classes, yoga, shorter, faster
runs and rest days. Clearly a leap of faith would need to be taken.
Race day arrived with favourable conditions and for the first time I had a plan that would allow me to complete the
course rather than the ‘go-out-too-fast-and-hope-for-the-best’ tactics I had previously favoured. Luckily, the
Boundary course mixed terrain allowed for faster and slower sections, so I arrived at halfway in a very measured time
with plenty left for the second half. However, anything past 20 miles would be untested territory, both in terms of
course knowledge and training distance.
The last six miles were largely off-road, but I was able to run them with a clear head, in control and even able to put
in a fast mile at 23-ish. I came around the last corner knowing where I was (not always the case, going by previous
marathons) and able to wave to Katie and cross the line comfortably under four hours. Job done, demons exorcised.
I’ll try and summarise the whole experience as succinctly as I can. Marathons especially can cause a level of selfabsorption that can become pretty unbearable, especially if you’ve fought through a ballot process for one of the
bigger events. Things will happen in the course of your training that you have no way of controlling, but faith is a
very valuable commodity. An open mind is important when considering training methods and don’t be afraid to try
new things.
If all else fails, a massive long-ball up to big Dion Dublin always does the trick.
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Roadrunners Race Results
David Dibben
I THINK we finally have a solution to the problem of
how to distinguish between the two David McCoys.
The shorter, Irish version of our two namesake
members had an excellent run in the Maidenhead
Easter 10… but completed under a nom de plume (as
our picture shows).
He was missing from the
results when they were
first published because
his place had been
transferred to him and
the race administrators
had not recognised the
switch in time.
So the genial Ulsterman
appeared in 37th place as
Jason Brunt, an MV45
from the Norfolk Gazelles
club in Norwich who
would have been
delighted to have finished within ten minutes of
David’s time of 57:41.
But our man almost became an innocent victim of the
row about people running under each other’s names.
“I was strictly legit,” he said, “and I kept a copy of the
emails to prove it. The organisers apologised for
missing me out.”
Whatever, I think the name Jason suits him and that we
should refer to him as David Jason in future… or Del
Boy! Meanwhile the taller, longer-established David
McCoy can go on being… er, David McCoy.
David Jason wasn’t the only Roadrunner in action at
Maidenhead under someone else’s ticket and I
sparked a hullaballoo on Facebook over this rules
infraction.
I’m afraid I was guilty of a somewhat cowardly move by
naming a lady member allegedly involved when I
could have called out any one of at least four male
members.
I quickly deleted the post and apologised to the lady
concerned, who I know to be one of the very best
people in the club and who is always volunteering and
being supportive of her fellow runners.
Club chairman Carl Woffington has since issued an
email reminding members that they must follow the
rules, although I understand the committee turned
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down a suggestion that this should be made a
disciplinary matter on the grounds that it brings the
club into disrepute.
One result of all this shenanigans is that I am unable to
verify that the results for the Beaconsfield 5 are
anywhere near correct.
The event organisers were not helped by someone
accidentally kicking out the electrics from the finish
mat. A subsequent reissue of the original results
missed out at least one of our athletes, another’s result
was hopelessly wrong and there is a Flickr image of a
member running with a bib assigned to someone else.
To top it all The Power of 10 stats ‘bible’ is now carrying
a personal best tag for one of our members who I am
pretty confident was nowhere near Beaconsfield on
Easter Monday.
At the Manchester Marathon I have omitted the (very
good) result of a former member claiming to be RR but
who hasn’t paid her subs since 2016.
Finally, just in case you think I’m guilty of some
duplication, I can confirm that Martin Bush did indeed
run six full marathons in the space of a fortnight.
Hopefully most of the following are accurate…

March 24th
Valencia World Championships Half Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

9598

Stephen Dellow 1:59.34

Betteshanger Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

18

Martin Bush

4:56.56

March 25th
London Landmarks Half Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

100

Grant Hopkins

1:27.08

577

Matthew Brown

1:39.09

3485

Veronika Royle

2:02.41 PB
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Queen Elizabeth Spring Marathon
Pos

312

Judith Ritchie

3:11.02

Name

Chip

553

Andy Atkinson

3:59.39

Paul Monaghan

5:34.19

555

Liz Atkinson

3:59.34

100

Caroline Jackson

5:34.19

24 miles

107

Pete Morris

5:45.21

Pos

130

Martin Bush

6:12.28

28

David Dibben

131

Julia Molyneux

6.22.21

35

Nicole Rickett

3.47.41

37

Dan Rickett

3:58.54

99

Wokingham 10k
Pos

Name

Chip
3:26.46 (1st MV60)

Name

Chip

Richard Hallam-Baker

40.21

March 30th

27

Sahan Jinadasa

46.36

Victoria Park Easter Half Marathon

49

Sophie Pindoria

50.31

Pos

145

Stephanie Bray

1:01.09

148

Adele Graham

1:01.43

176

Mike Dimmick

1:03.49

7

Wokingham 5k
Pos
6

1

Chip

Brendan Morris

01:14.12 PB

Maidenhead Easter 10
Pos

Name

Chip

Rob Corney

52.48 PB

Name

Chip

3

Nick Adley

22.17

16

Matt Richards

54.49

22

Matt Green

56.07

Combe Gibbet to Overton 16
Pos

Name

(2nd claim, running for Newbury)

Name

Chip

37

Dave McCoy

57.41

69

David Fiddes

2:14.03

81

Jamie Smith

1:01.05

93

Ashley Middlewick

2:19.24

83

Alex Harris

1:01.13 PB

111

Simon Denton

2:25.18

136

Caroline Hoskins

160

Sam Whalley

2:40.01

132

Ashley Middlewick

1:03.38

232

Anne Marie Cocker

3:43.49

151

Pete Jewell

1:04.47

160

Dan Brock

1:05.10 PB

Dorney Lake Marathon Prep Race

189

Ian Giggs

1:06.37

20 miles

198

Chris Buley

1:06.57 PB

Pos

1:03.42 1st FV50 PB

Name

Chip

207

Alan Freer

1:07.34

16

Dave McCoy

2:08.04

209

Fergal Donnelly

1:07.38

191

Jamie Smith

2:54.00

213

Stuart Jones

1:08.18

282

Claire Seymour

3:06.47

217

Stuart Bradburn

1:08.25
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230

Gemma Buley

1:08.48 PB

491

Nelesh Kotecha

1:18.32 PB

233

Stewart Wing

1:08.53 PB

533

Julie Rainbow

1:19.42

242

Justin Simons

1:09.24

529

Eddie McIndoe

1:19.31

248

Paul Billing

1:09.34

548

Fleur Denton

1:20.22 PB

245

Tony Long

1:09.30 PB

557

Judith Ritchie

1:20.44 PB

280

Jane Davies

1:10.56 2nd FV50

571

Paloma Crayford

1:21.19 PB

301

Sarah Dooley

1:11.36

580

Sam Whalley

1:21.40 PB

273

Chris Cutting

1:10.38

610

Tracey Hicks

1:22.25

297

Dean Allaway

1:11.32

597

Liz Ganpatsingh

1:22.08 PB

302

Chris James

1:11.36

632

Sarah Bate

1:23.19

306

Sophie Hoskins

1:11.53 PB

631

Jo Sollesse

1:23.16

315

Mark Andrew

1:12.17

658

Stephen Dellow

1:24.47

328

David Caswell

1:12.51

669

Andy Atkinson

1:25.21

338

Helen Pool

1:13.17

702

Pete Morris

1:26.47

342

Darrell Robins

1:13.21

696

Christina Calderon

1:26.30

350

Brian Kirsopp

1:13.35

728

Claire Seymour

1:27.48

347

David Fiddes

1:13.27

775

Hilary Rennie

1:29.33 PB

340

David Legg

1:13.19

779

Suzanne Drakeford-Lewis

1:29.36 PB

360

Simon Denton

1:13.48

804

Peter Higgs

1:30.20

384

Tony Page

1:14.58

854

Tim Miller

1:32.07

388

Mel Silvey

1:14.58

877

Sian Deller

1:33.16 PB

396

Loretta Briggs

1.15.28

880

Sarah Richmond-De’voy

1:33.34 PB

406

David Dibben

1:15.42

885

Phil Reay

1:33.44

424

Melanie Shaw

1:16.26

898

Zoe De La Pascua

1:34.20 PB

418

Vince Williams

1:16.09 PB

919

Ben Marchant

1:34.53

450

Joe Blair

1:17.19

907

Veronika Royle

1:34.34 PB

460

Sarah Alsford

1:17.38

906

Charlie Macklin

1:34.34

471

Chris Manton

1:17.51 PB

924

Adele Graham

1:35.11

475

Sahan Jinadasa

1:18.01

935

Phil Davies

1:35.41

516

Sally Carpenter

1:19.09

945

Tom Harrison

1:36.05 1st MV80

515

Mo Fassihinia

1:19.07

974

Renjith Kumar

1:37.28

511

Martin Douglas

1:18.56 PB

1006

John Bailey

1:38.51

513

Peter Rennie

1:19.05 PB

1010

John Bowley

1:39.04
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1014

Frank Cooper

1:39.30

Pos

Name

Chip

1012

Cathrin Westerwelle

1:39.18 PB

47

Martin Bush

6:09.12

1046

Caroline Hargreaves

1:41.16

1071

Justin Watkins

1:42.31

April 1st

1063

Steve Simmons

1:42.13

Dorset Ooser Marathon

1096

Chloe Lloyd

1:43.50

Pos

1128

Julie Bagley

1:46.42

1129

Liz Atkinson

1140

Name

Chip

8

Ashley Middlewick

4:14.56

1:46.49

10

Eugene McSorley

4:16.16

Helen Dixon

1:48.04

36

Simon Denton

5:19.17

1159

Catherine Douglas

1:50.22

37

Sian James

5:19.17

1161

Anthony Eastaway

1:50.23

1162

Suzanne Bate

1:50.26

Kingston Spring Marathon

1170

Emma Grenside

1:51.35

Pos

Name

Chip

1176

Lorraine Bailey

1:52.50

611

Pete Morris

2:27.50

1191

Cecilia Csemiczky

1:55.32

1192

Juliet Fenwick

1:55.39

Yeovilton Easter Bunny 10k

1196

Veronica Andrew

1:56.46

Pos

1194

Tricia Arnold

1:56.01

2

1199

Candy Cox

1:57.16 PB

1200

Rachel Allaway

1:57.18 PB

April 2nd

1213

Hannah McPhee

2:01.00 PB

London Easter 10k

1231

Jill Dibben

2:14.04 PB

(Regents Park)

1233

Stephen Wing

2:16.10

Pos

1238

Eva Simmons

2:32.25

4

Name
Mark Worringham

Chip
33:40 1st MV40

Name

Chip

Dave McCoy

36.19

Chippenham Good Friday 10 Miles
Pos

Name

Chip

Beaconsfield 5

210

Auria Dee

01:26.06

Pos

Enigma Good Friday Marathon

17

Name

Gun

Ashley Middlewick

32.56 SB

Pos

Name

Chip

164

Nigel Hoult

42.00 SB

42

Martin Bush

4:41.52

200

Nick Adley

43.40 SB

365

Charlie Macklin

50.36

March 31st

475

Justin Watkins

56.36

Darnley Marathon

537

Sarah Drew

59.21
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540

Cecilia Csemiczky

59.27 SB

Manchester Marathon

544

Lucy Bolton

59.36

Pos

601

Kerry Eastwood

64.55

RAF 100 Marathon

Name

Chip

Daniel Fletcher

3:03.40

1751

Stuart Rutherford

3:27.41

2527

Stuart Jones

3:39.03 PB

551

Pos

Name

Chip

2738

Marion Loiseau

3:41.51

26

Martin Bush

4:44.53

2752

Paul Monaghan

3:42.01

2892

Caroline Jackson

3:43.25

April 7th

3459

Gary Clarke

3:50.15

Ibiza Marathon

3759

Tracey Hicks

3:53.44

Pos
63

Name

Chip

4971

Martin Bush

4:07.11

David Caswell

3:33.11

6504

Sally Carpenter

4:30.22

7354

Simon Davis

4:45.34

Ibiza 12k
Pos

Name

Chip

168

Blue Caswell

55.31

Wimbledon Common Half Marathon

1107

Kerri French

1:34.52

Pos

Name

Chip

583

Caroline Hargreaves

2:26.50

Sugar Loaf Fell Race
Name

Chip

Grand Union Canal Spring Half Marathon

98

Colin Cottell

1:18.52

Pos

Name

Chip

130

Tom Harrison

145

Lauren Prior

1:57.06

Pos

1:58.02 1st MV80

Magna Carta Marathon

Capital Challenge (LDWA, 28 miles)
Pos

Name

Gun

134

Kathy Tytler

9:30:00

Pos
67

Name

Chip

Phil Reay

5:43.12

April 8th

Magna Carta Half Marathon

Paris Marathon

Pos
14

Name
Katherine Foley

Pos

Name

Chip

16399

Dave Brown

4:06.20

Highworth 5

20731

Amandine Joubert

4:17.39

Pos

42044

Chris Manton

7:02.08

32

42045

Gill Manton

7:02.08 PB
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Chip
1:45.01 3rd lady

Name

Chip

Ashley Middlewick

30.56

Pete Morris

39.09
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Sevenoaks 10k

6578

Martin Bush

4:37.30

Pos

Name

Chip

7447

Dan Rickett

4:47.13

106

Ian Giggs

42.42

9086

Amanda Rosser

5:12.25

9384

Pete Morris

5:17.28

April 14th

10254

Justin Watkins

5:37.10

Thames Valley Spring Half Marathon

10658

Lorraine Bailey

5:51.25

Pos

Name

Chip

113

Tony Demetriou

1:54.39

Brighton 10k

203

Rachel Helsby

2:08.34

Pos

April 15th

Name

Chip

1134

Nicola Gillard

55.37 PB

1149

Vroni Royle

55.49 PB

Brighton Marathon
Name

Chip

Woodley 10k

Mark Worringham

2:32:47

Pos

186

Paddy Hayes

3:04.02 PB

236

Ashley Middlewick

319

Pos

Name

Chip

1

Rob Corney

32.18

3:08.03

9

Mark Apsey

34.49

Dan Brock

3:11.52

10

Dave McCoy

35.09

596

Chris Buley

3:21.17

22

Jamie Cole

37.36

607

Michael Hibberd

3:21.38

31

Caroline Hoskins 38.23 4th lady, 1st FV50

725

Mark Andrew

3:25.32 PB

33

Darren Lewis

38.35

1019

Justin Simons

3:30.24

34

Richard Hallam-Baker

38.35

1065

David Legg

3:31.19

40

Pete Jewell

39.09

1594

Jane Davies

3:41.35

41

Fergal Donnelly

39.10

1737

David Dibben

3:43.47 1st MV65

50

Ian Giggs

39.52

1918

Paul Monaghan

3:46.00

52

Ashley Jeggo

40.03

2944

Claire Seymour

3:56.53

58

Ed Dodwell

3020

Nicole Rickett

3:57.25

60

Andrew Morgan

40.35

4503

Judith Ritchie

4:14.18

64

Stuart Bradburn

40.56

4505

Joe Blair

4:14.19

65

Paul Morrissey

41.04

4689

Lee Hinton

4:16.28

66

Chris Cutting

41.02

4865

David Walkley

4:18.21 PB

70

Alan Freer

5204

Brian Fennelly

4:22.30

72

Jane Copland

41.37

5859

Peter Felgate

4:29.27

76

Kenny Heaton

42.05

13
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77

Stewart Wing

42.01 PB

288

Diane Hodder

52.02

84

Helen Pool

42.40

292

Katie Ward

52.43

94

Laura Peatey

43.16

295

Nicola Spillane

52.12

95

Chris Thomas

43.22

299

Andy Atkinson

52.37

100

Tony Long

43.09

330

Saba Reeves

53.42

102

Sophie Hoskins

43.30

353

Hilary Rennie

54.41 PB

114

Ivan Harding

44.12

356

Maria Norville

54.59 PB

118

Robert Houghton

44.35

357

June Bilsby

54.34

128

Keith Ellis

45.21

359

Zoe Browne

54.54

131

Vince Williams

45.32 PB

363

Jo Rippingale

55.12 PB

138

Nick Adley

45.58

365

Suzanne Drakeford-Lewis

55.16 PB

141

Mary Janssen

45.43

412

Colin Byers

56.47

149

Peter Rennie

46.44 PB

414

Alice Papierowski

57.11

152

Julie Rainbow

46.42

426

Adele Graham

57.21

154

Mo Fassihinia

46.52

464

Roger Pritchard

159

Alix Eyles

47.20

481

Caroline Hargreaves

59.45

165

Paul Kerr

46.53

491

Anthony Eastaway

1:00.24

178

Ian Griffiths

47.45

492

Kevin Strong

1:00.35

186

Joe Akem-Che

48.12

493

Sarah Richmond De’voy

1:00.39

193

Sarah Alsford

48.25

495

Helen Dixon

1:00.49 PB

199

Fleur Denton

48.36 PB

506

James Meston

1:01.47

206

Chris Manton

48.58

519

Andrew Bennett

1:03.37

225

Marnie Absolom

49.36

550

Candy Cox

1:03.46 PB

228

Ros Crawford

49.50

551

Fiona Blennerhassett

1:04.27

233

Joanne Solesse

49.49

566

Sarah Walters

1:05.15

236

Paloma Crayford

49.36 PB

585

Laura Chandler

1:07.20 PB

238

Claire Woodhouse

50.13

586

Liz Atkinson

1:07.18

254

Sarah Harford

50.36

592

Emma Grenside

1:08.10

261

Sarah Bate

51.13 PB

593

Juliet Fenwick

1:08.27

268

Steve Dellow

51.33

629

Sarah Harris

1:17.16

269

Catherine Leather

51.02

630

Sarah Drew

1:16.51

271

Stephen Wilks

51.17

646

Stephen Wing

1:24.23

281

Joanne Kent

52.06
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April 22nd

27028

Simon Abreu

5:18.43

London Marathon (Men’s race)

28162

Neil Carpenter

5:23.43

Name

Chip

28376

Kevin Bilsby

5:24.49

Matthew Richards

2:32.39 PB

30779

Matthew Durman

5:37.47

169

Rob Corney

2:41.15

34145

John Bullock

5:58.31

183

Brendan Morris

2:41.48

London Marathon (Women’s race)

197

Seb Briggs

2:42.14

Pos

Name

Chip

522

Dave McCoy

2:52.07

1951

Caroline Hoskins

3:10.28

554

Jamie Cole

2:52.39

2442

Sarah McDade

3:15.08

812

Alex Harris

2:56.58

3860

Erica Key

3:26.57

1316

Steve Ridley

3:02.50

4859

Gemma Buley

3:33.37

1616

Andrew Morgan

3:06.46

5757

Sarah Dooley

3:39.10

1658

Anthony Young

3:07.13

5914

Mary Janssen

3:40.14

2202

Andy Mutton

3:13.05

7204

Justine Morris

3:48.02

2206

Alex Warner

3:13.06

9024

Melanie Shaw

3:57.01

2804

Peter Aked

3:18.41

10373

Julie Rainbow

4:04.00

4487

Andrew Smith

3:31.03

10674

Sophie Hoskins

4:05.38

4767

Gary Tuttle

3:33.00

13150

Beth Rudd

4:17.41

4852

Tony Walker

3:33.35

15866

Judith Ritchie

4:29.49

5494

Alan Freer

3:37.37

17381

Ashlee Jewell

4:36.35

6312

Bradley Hayden

3:42.46

22283

Sarah Richmond-De’voy

4:56.51 PB

7055

Sam Hammond

3:47.20

24890

Zoe de la Pascua

5:08.36

8136

Wayne Farrugia

3:52.57

31498

Sarah Hicks

5:41.53

9313

Dean Allaway

3:58.20

31914

Mary Carol De Zutter

5:44.17

10981

David Caswell

4:07.14

33802

Liz Atkinson

5:56.20 PB

11047

Tony Long

4:07.32

36290

Kathy Tytler

6:17.29

12789

Lee Hinton

4:16.09

39873

Hannah McPhee

7:36.11

12858

Vince Williams

4:16.28

39922

Jenny Gale

7:39.23

13473

David Clay

4:19.09

Blackpool Marathon

16064

Martin Douglas

4:30.42

Pos

Name

Chip

16898

Tony Streams

4:34.29

383

Martin Bush

4:34.41

17502

Joe Blair

4:37.06

412

Pete Morris

4:41.31

26409

Tom Harrison

5:15.58

461

Caroline Hargreaves

4:53.36

Pos
45
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Southampton Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

114

Eugene McSorley

3:32.17

1029

Anthony Eastaway

5:50.07

Southampton Half Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

2626

Jenny Boxwell

2:18.17

3375

Jeanette Allcock

2:31.02

Balfron 10k (Scotland)
Pos

Name

Chip

150

Peter Reilly

50.11
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Reading Roadrunners Committee Meeting
TUESDAY 03 APRIL 2018 - 7:30PM
THE COMMITTEE

Notable forthcoming events include:

Carl Woffington

(Chairman)

Simon Denton

(ex-Officio)

Anne Goodall

(Membership Sec)

Tom Harrison

•

22 Apr Virgin London Marathon

•

28 Apr Hurstbourne 5 (Champs)

(ex-Officio)

•

28 Apr Spring Do

Hannah McPhee

(Social Secretary)

•

30 Apr Vets league match

Paul Monaghan

(Social networks/Web)

Roger Pritchard

(ex-Officio)

•

07 May Shinfield 10K

Nicole Rickett

(Treasurer)

•

13May Marlow 5 (Champs)

Bob Thomas

(General Secretary)

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Tom
THE 2018/19 COMMITTEE
Carl thanked Sandra Sheppard, Simon Davis, Catherine
Leather and Andy Dingle for their contributions to the
Committee over the previous year and welcomed
Roger Pritchard and Tom Harrison to the 2018/19
Committee. Carl also congratulated Nicole, who was
co-opted onto the previous Committee, for being
formally elected as Treasurer at the AGM.
MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the previous meeting were proposed
as a true record by Simon, seconded by Anne.
MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES OF THE
PREVIOUS MEETING
Document repository. Paul will set up a Dropbox
account to provide a document repository for Club
documents and templates.
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Events Carl recounted some of the events in which the
Club has been involved recently, including:
•

07Mar Final Club Run session postponed by EA (to
be re-arranged)

•

18Mar Reading Half Marathon cancelled

•

30Mar Maidenhead 10 (Champs)

Carl congratulated two members who were
recognised at the recent Reading Sports Personality
Awards, namely:
•

Mark Worringham, Male Vet of the year (running)

•

Helen Pool, Improver of the year (running)

Reading Roadrunners April 2018

TREASURER’S REPORT
Nicole has taken over completely from Sandy, but
NatWest is still putting up blockers to her getting
online access to the account and is refusing to issue
her a debit card; hence the only means of payment
available to the Club is currently by cheque. Nicole
continues to try to satisfy the bank’s changing
demands.
Nicole is in the process of consolidating all income and
expenditure since 1Jan18.
Nicole reported receiving several fraudulent messages
from someone masquerading as Carl asking her to
transfer money.
GENERAL SECRETARY’S REPORT
SEAA membership. Bob advised that renewal is due
of the Club’s affiliation with the South of England
Athletics Association and asked for approval to renew,
which was agreed.
General Data Protection Regulations. England
Athletics has advised that athletes affiliated with EA will
be “required” to sign on to its MyAthletics portal to
read and accept its privacy statement.
England Athletics Club Support Manager. The new
EA Manager for our area is John Harris.
Stadium parking. The Palmer Park Bowls Club
continues to lead the way on challenging Reading
Council’s initiative to impose parking charges at Palmer
Park and its other leisure facilities. The Clubs resident
at the stadium have been offered to opportunity to
meet with the lead councillor, Tony Page, on 16Apr18.
Bob will attend on behalf of the Club.
Coaching Liaison. Bob pointed out that as the
Coaching Co-ordinator stood down from the
Committee at the AGM, there is a need to appoint a
Committee member to liaise with the Coaching Coordinator. Nicole offered to take up that duty.
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MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT
Anne reported that six new members joined during
March, five of whom used the new online facility to
join. Anne noted that several members and new
joiners have raised orders on the system for which
payment is yet to be received.
Several members have booked places on the London
Marathon coaches but have yet to pay the fare.
SOCIAL SECRETARY’S REPORT
Hannah reported that sales of tickets for the Spring Do
are much slower than expected to the extent that the
event is at risk of being cancelled. Carl will send out a
reminder.
COACHING REPORTNothing to report.
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Race number swapping. Bob noted several reports
of widespread swapping of race numbers at the
Maidenhead 10 by members. As well as the widely
publicised issues with this practice, it is counter to rules
of the majority of races and risks bringing the Club into
disrepute, which is a disciplinary matter under the Club
Rules. Carl will remind members to refrain from
swapping race numbers other than via official transfer
arrangements.
General Data Protection Regulations. Bob advised
that he could not confirm that the Club’s handling of
membership personal data is compliant with the new
data protection regulations, which comes into force on
28 May18. It was suggested that Carl should ask if any
member who works in this area would offer advice to
the Committee in this regard.
London Marathon marshalling. Roger raised a
concern expressed by several members that the list of
marshals for this year’s London Marathon had filled up
in 11 minutes, which meant that it was only available to
members who were present at the stadium when the
list was posted.

April 2018
Reading Half Marathon. Carl reported that, despite
this year’s race being cancelled Sweatshop is
considering honouring the arrangement whereby
marshals are offered free entry to the race in the
following year.
Newsletter. The Committee noted that Peter Reilly
has put together an excellent newsletter to showcase
the Club’s activities and fully endorses his approach.
XC loyalty awards. Following an initiative by Sam
Whalley, the Ladies Captain, Carl confirmed that an
award will be presented to each member who ran in all
the events in Hants XC league and to each member
who ran in all the TVXC league events.
DOOR ROTA
04Apr18
Anne, Christina
11Apr18
Anne, Jane
18Apr18
Anne, Shirley
25Apr18
Jane, Shirley
02May18
Anne, tbd
DONM: 1May18
Main Club contact points:
Chairman, Carl:
chairman@readingroadrunners.org
Membership Secretary, Anne:
membership@readingroadrunners.org
Secretary, Bob:
gensec@readingroadrunners.org
Treasurer, Nicole:
treasurer@readingroadrunners.org
Social Secretary, Hannah:
socialsec@readingroadrunners.org
Coaching, Simon:
coach@readingroadrunners.org
Team Captains, Sam & Phil:
teamcaptains@readingroadrunners.org

Marshalling is arranged by Carl through his personal
engagement with the London Marathon organisation
rather than by the Club per se. Carl agreed to think
over whether there is a better alternative to the present
means of signing up for places.
Wokingham Half Marathon. Roger reported that he
has received a cheque for £450 as a donation to the
charity fund in recognition of the marshalling provided
by members at this year’s race.
This is the final year that the present administration will
organise the race. Roger reported that Chris Sumner
will organise the 2019 event.
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